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The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2988-“Iris, run!” Roanne, who was the strongest 
among the three, was the first to react. 

She pushed Iris out of the way and the Southern Boss failed to grab her. 

“Damn it!” Furious, the Southern Boss sent Roanne flying with his true energy. 

Without a care about whether Roanne was alive, he turned and attempted to grab Iris 
again. 

Meanwhile, Iris was pushed toward Renee. 

“Miss Young, run!” Renee wanted to push Iris away as well, but there was not enough 
time. 

She knew that the Southern Boss meant to capture Iris to threaten Leon and how 
important Iris was to Leon. 

Without hesitation, she stood before Iris to buy her time to escape. 

“Damn you!” Seeing as he was stopped by both Roanne and Renee, the Southern Boss 
was infuriated. 

Not showing any mercy, his true energy exploded and slammed against Renee’s chest. 

Under the impact, Renee spewed a mouthful of blood and was instantly sent flying. 

She slammed against the ground and an agonizing pain pierced through her chest. Her 
body and chest were severely damaged and she collapsed on the ground, her breath 
weakening. 

“Southern Boss, you scum. I’m going to tear you to shreds!” Leon’s eyes turned 
bloodshot when he saw Renee and Roanne sent flying as they tried to protect Iris. 

Still, their interference bought him precious time and he swiftly closed in on the 
distance. 

He extended his finger and launched the Earthly Plunder from behind the Southern 
Boss. 

“Oh, no!” The Southern Boss was terrified because he knew that he was no match for 
Leon. 



Now that Leon was nearby, it would be impossible for him to capture Iris. 

Hence, his first reaction was to dodge the Earthly Plunder but he soon dismissed this 
thought. 

Leon was far too formidable and even if he managed to dodge the attack, he was still 
destined to die. 

Since he was going to die regardless, he decided to gamble. 

“Leon, stop right now or I’ll kill Iris Young!” the Southern Boss said viciously. 

Instead of dodging Leon’s attack, he launched a powerful attack at Iris and his true 
energy swarmed Iris. 

So long as Leon stopped attacking, the Southern Boss would withdraw his trueenergy 
as well and capture. 

Iris as a hostage. 

If Leon refused to stop, the Earthly Plunder would kill the Southern Bass Plunder would 
kill the Southern Bass on the spot, butchis true energy would also take Iris down to the 
grave with him. 

One simply had to admit that the Southern Boss was truly ruthless, and this was the 
only chance he could survive. 

This would cost Leon Iris’s life. 
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The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2989-“Why you!” Leon’s expression darkened 
when he saw the Southern Boss charging toward Iris. 

He knew what the Southern Boss intended to do. If he paused his attack against the 
Southern Boss, Iris would be captured. However, if he continued to attack, the Southern 
Boss’s attack may harm or even kill Iris. 

This was something he could not bear to allow to happen. 

“Leon, just ignore me!” Iris gritted her teeth and revealed the Cuff of Doom in her hand. 

She swung it and a powerful stream of true energy in the Intermediate Almighty State 
was sent toward the Southern Boss. 



After making constant sacrifices to it, Leon accumulated three strikes within the Cuff of 
Doom and handed it to Iris for her protection. 

Since the Cuff of Doom could only wield power in the Intermediate Almighty State, it 
was hardly as powerful compared to the Southern Boss. 

Because of that, Iris knew the Cuff of Doom would not work on the Southern Boss and 
she did not have the chance to use it earlier. 

However, it was now or never, so she could only gamble to see if the Cuff of Doom 
could cancel out most of the Southern Boss’s attack. 

Perhaps she would be able to survive or at least buy time for Leon that way. 

Baam! 

Following a deafening sound, the Southern Boss’s attack clashed with the one launched 
from the Cuff of Doom. 

The Southern Boss’s attack overpowered it and its aftermath surged toward Iris. 

Seeing as the Southern Boss’s attack was being countered, Leon decisively gave up on 
his pursuit of the Southern Boss. 

He strode forward and maximized the speed of his Phantom Steps. Within a blink of an 
eye, he appeared before Iris and took the hit with his Mirror of Sovereign. 

“Southern Boss, die!” He then launched the Hurricane Break. 

Countless streams of spiritual energy rose from his palms and merged into a gigantic 
hurricane that swarmed toward the Southern Boss. 

This attack was launched in a hurry and Leon did not exert his fulb m strength iso this 
Hurricane Break could not compare to the one before. 

Still, it was more than enough to take the Southern Boss down. 

On top of that, the range of Hurricane Break was wide and there was nowhere for the 
Southern Boss to run. 

“No!” The Southern Boss was terrified and backed away from the powerful attack. 

However, all routes he could use to escape were blocked and no matter how hard he 
tried, he could not get away and was eventually sucked into the center of the hurricane. 

Baam! 



The Southern Boss let out a wail and his body was torn into shreds by ithe Hurricane. 
with that, his sinful life ended. 

 

 
 

 


